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The screenplay by Tony Kushner was loosely based on Doris Kearns Goodwin 's biography
Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln , and covers the final four months of
Lincoln's life, focusing on his efforts in January to abolish slavery and involuntary servitude by
having the Thirteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution passed by the United States
House of Representatives. Filming began October 17, , [9] and ended on December 19, Lincoln
received significant praise for the acting, especially Day-Lewis's performance, as well as
Spielberg's direction and the production values. He is concerned that his Emancipation
Proclamation may be discarded by the courts after the war and that the proposed Thirteenth
Amendment will be defeated by the returning slave states. He feels it imperative to pass the
amendment beforehand, to remove any possibility that freed slaves might be re-enslaved. The
Radical Republicans fear the amendment will be defeated by some who wish to delay its
passage; support from Republicans in the border states is not yet assured. The amendment
also requires the support of several Democratic congressmen to pass. With dozens of
Democrats being lame ducks after losing their re-election campaigns in the fall of , some of
Lincoln's advisors believe he should wait for a new Republican-heavy Congress. Lincoln
remains adamant about having the amendment in place before the war is concluded and the
southern states are re-admitted. Lincoln's hopes rely upon the support of Francis Preston Blair ,
a founder of the Republican Party whose influence could win over members of the border state
conservative faction. With Union victory in the Civil War highly likely but not yet secured, and
with two sons serving in the Union Army, Blair is keen to end hostilities quickly before the
spring thaw arrives and the armies are able to march again. Therefore, in return for his support,
Blair insists that Lincoln allow him immediately to engage the Confederate government in peace
negotiations. However, Lincoln knows that significant support for the amendment comes from
Radical Republicans, for whom negotiated peace is unacceptable. Unable to proceed without
Blair's support, Lincoln reluctantly authorizes Blair's mission. Lincoln suggests they
concentrate on the lame-duck Democrats, as they will feel freer to vote as they choose, and will
also soon need employment; Lincoln will have many federal jobs to fill as he begins his second
term. Though Lincoln and Seward are unwilling to offer monetary bribes to the Democrats, they
authorize agents to contact Democratic congressmen with offers of federal jobs in exchange for
their support. Meanwhile, Lincoln's son, Robert , returns from law school and announces his
intention to discontinue his studies and enlist in the Union Army, hoping to earn a measure of
honor and respect outside of his father's shadow before the war's end. Lincoln reluctantly
secures an officer's commission for Robert. The First Lady is aghast, fearing that he will be
killed. She furiously presses her husband to pass the amendment and end the war, promising
woe upon him if he should fail. At a critical moment in the debate in the House of
Representatives, racial-equality advocate Thaddeus Stevens agrees to moderate his position
and argue that the amendment represents only legal equality, not a declaration of actual
equality. Meanwhile, Confederate envoys are ready to meet with Lincoln to discuss terms for
peace, but he instructs they be kept out of Washington , as the amendment approaches a vote
on the House floor. Rumor of their mission circulates, prompting both Democrats and
conservative Republicans to advocate postponing the vote. In a carefully worded statement,
Lincoln denies there are envoys in Washington , and the vote proceeds, passing by a margin of
just two votes. Black visitors to the gallery celebrate, and Stevens returns home to his
"housekeeper" and lover , a black woman. When Lincoln meets with the Confederates , he tells
them slavery cannot be restored, as the North is united for ratification of the amendment, and
several of the southern states' reconstructed legislatures would also vote to ratify. As a result,
the peace negotiations fail and the war continues. Six days later, Grant receives General Robert
E. Lee 's surrender at Appomattox Courthouse. On April 14, Lincoln is meeting members of his
cabinet to discuss future measures to enfranchise blacks, when he is reminded that the First
Lady is waiting to take them to their evening at Ford's Theatre. That night, while Lincoln's son
Tad is watching Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp at Grover's Theatre , the manager suddenly
stops the play to announce that the President has been shot. In a final flashback, Lincoln is
seen delivering his second inaugural address on March 4. While consulting on a Steven
Spielberg project in , Goodwin told Spielberg she was planning to write Team of Rivals , and
Spielberg immediately told her he wanted the film rights. Tony Kushner replaced Webb.
Spielberg approached Daniel Day-Lewis about the project in , but Day-Lewis turned down the
part at the time, believing the idea of himself playing Lincoln "preposterous". Neeson was 58 at
the time, and Lincoln, during the period depicted, was 55 and While promoting Indiana Jones
and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull in May , Spielberg announced his intention to start filming
in early , [45] for release in November, ten months after the th anniversary of Lincoln's birth.
Spielberg had wanted Touchstone Pictures â€” which agreed to distribute all his films from â€”
to distribute the film, but he was unable to afford paying off Paramount, which had collaborated

with DreamWorks on the film's development. Filming took place in Richmond , Fredericksburg ,
and Petersburg, Virginia. In reference to Petersburg, according to location manager Colleen
Gibbons, "one thing that attracted the filmmakers to the city was the degree vista of historic
structures" which is "very rare". The Virginia State Capitol served as the exteriors and interiors
of the U. S Capitol, and the exteriors of the White House. John Williams composed and
conducted the score. It opened at the 15 rank, becoming the highest opening of a film with such
a limited release. Lincoln received worldwide critical acclaim. The cast was lauded, especially
Day-Lewis, Field, and Jones. The website's critical consensus reads, "Daniel Day-Lewis
characteristically delivers in this witty, dignified portrait that immerses the audience in its world
and entertains even as it informs. Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times gave the film 4 out of 4
stars and said, "The hallmark of the man, performed so powerfully by Daniel Day-Lewis in
Lincoln , is calm self-confidence, patience and a willingness to play politics in a realistic way.
Colin Covert of the Star Tribune wrote, " Lincoln is one of those rare projects where a great
director, a great actor and a great writer amplify one another's gifts. The team of Steven
Spielberg, Daniel Day-Lewis and Tony Kushner has brought forth a triumphant piece of
historical journalism, a profound work of popular art and a rich examination of one of our
darkest epochs. Scott from The New York Times stated the film "is finally a movie about how
difficult and costly it has been for the United States to recognize the full and equal humanity of
black people" and concluded that the movie was "a rough and noble democratic masterpiece".
This is, in other words, less a biopic than a political thriller, a civics lesson that is energetically
staged and alive with moral energy. As reported in the Maariv newspaper, on February 3, ,
Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu and his ministers discussed Spielberg's film, which several of
them saw in Israeli cinemas. They debated whether the end of abolishing slavery justified the
means used by Lincoln, and also compared Lincoln's predicament with their own complicated
situation in the confusing aftermath of the Israeli elections. Eric Foner Columbia University , a
Pulitzer Prize -winning historian of the period, claimed in a letter to The New York Times that
"The film grossly exaggerates the possibility that by January the war might have ended with
slavery still intact. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Holzer states, "As for the Spielberg
movie's opening scene Barry Bradford, a member of the Organization of American Historians ,
offers an analysis of some of the finer historical points of the film's representation of clothing,
relationships and appearance. The acting and screenwriting were especially well done I had
never thought that Daniel Day-Lewis was acting, because what he portrayed seemed so close to
my own mental image of what Lincoln must have been like. David Stewart, an independent
historical author, writing for History News Network, described Spielberg's work as "reasonably
solid history", and told readers of HNN to "go see it with a clear conscience". Historian Joshua
M. Zeitz , writing in The Atlantic , noted some minor mistakes, but concluded that " Lincoln is
not a perfect film, but it is an important film". David Woodard of Concordia University remarked,
"I always look at these films to see if a regular person who wasn't a 'Lincoln nut' would want to
read a book about it after they watched the movie. I get the impression that most people who
are not history buffs will now want to read something about Lincoln. Regarding the historical
source material for Kushner screenplay, legal historian Michael Vorenberg, a professor at
Brown University and author of Final Freedom: The Civil War, The Abolition of Slavery, and the
Thirteenth Amendment , [83] noted several details throughout the film that "could only have
come from [his] book. Ranjan Batra stated he was inspired to investigate the history of the
Thirteenth Amendment in Mississippi after seeing Lincoln. This led him to find out that although
the Thirteenth Amendment was adopted throughout the country in , Mississippi's ratification of
it was not official because the US Archivist was never officially notified of it. Batra informed his
colleague Ken Sullivan about this, and when Sullivan saw Lincoln , he said he was further
inspired to fix the matter. Sullivan subsequently contacted Mississippi Secretary of State
Delbert Hosemann to make the ratification official, which he did in , thus meaning Mississippi
officially ratified the Thirteenth Amendment at that time. Lincoln was listed on many critics' top
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sharing resources and ideas. We continue to cover breaking news aggressively and relied on
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section. Search for " Lincoln " on Amazon. In , as the American Civil War winds inexorably
toward conclusion, U. However, his task is a race against time, for peace may come at any time,
and if it comes before the amendment is passed, the returning southern states will stop it before
it can become law. Lincoln must, by almost any means possible, obtain enough votes from a
recalcitrant Congress before peace arrives and it is too late. Yet the president is torn, as an
early peace would save thousands of lives. As the nation confronts its conscience over the
freedom of its entire population, Lincoln faces his own crisis of conscience -- end slavery or
end the war. I approached this film with caution and did so for several reasons. First and
foremost, this is Oscars season and this type of film is just what one expects to come out and
be showered with Oscar buzz â€” and quite often these films are found to be lacking once they
are out of this period and on their own. The second reason was related and it was that I didn't
for a second think that this film would be able to go for more than two minutes without the
heroic music coming up, a soft focus being slapped on the lens and someone giving a great
speech about the morality of everything while the camera cuts to those around looking teary
eyed and yet full of admiration. In other words I worried that this would simply be a more
expensive version of The West Wing season 1. Although the film does rather fall into these
traps occasionally, it is by no means seriously flawed since the majority of the film is patience
and very well delivered. We focus on the final few years of Lincoln's life, specifically the period
towards the end of the war where slavery was abolished by Constitutional amendment. As such
the film is about political wrangling and the determination to stay the course with the goal even
though it would be difficult and smart politics suggested to not risk the bigger prize peace at the
expense of an aspiration. The film shows this very well and it manages to be patient without
being slow â€” which is quite the achievement considering that the film is essentially men in
rooms talking. The politicking was well delivered so that it wasn't dull but wasn't falsely sped
up. The sentimentality is kept to a surprisingly low. It is still there of course and the camera
frequently looks for a heroic frame and the music often reminds us the grandeur of what we are
seeing, but it doesn't overdo it too much and certainly nowhere near the levels I feared. Day
Lewis is perhaps a given for the Oscar. His Lincoln is certainly a spot on creation â€” he comes
over as heroic and steadfast without being mythicalised by his own performance. He really
gives an impression of the man's spirit throughout the film. The supporting cast is so deep in
names and faces that it is hard to know where to start; being honest, at times I did find it a little
distracting as a parade came across the screen â€” seemingly all from TV shows I watch or
films I had seen, I suspect I could be quite far down the cast list before I found someone I
couldn't place. Aside from this distracting a little, it does mean the cast is deep in talent and
everyone does well. Tommy Lee Jones in particular adds passion and color to all his scenes
and the film benefits from his performance. Field is perhaps not as good â€” although in
fairness I didn't think the personal side to the story worked as well as the rest â€” and since this
is her parts, maybe that is why I didn't like her performance as much. Spielberg's direction is
very well paced; shots are very well picked and the camera is very patient in its movement.
Lincoln didn't blow me away but it did quietly impress me. Part of the reason for this is that the
film doesn't go all out for emotion or history or sentimentality, it simply lets it happen in the
main and manages to keep these traps to a comparative minimum that really helps the film. It is
long but never boring, respectful but never overly so. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new
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